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Triggered HARD | Shelle Rivers 

Domina loves you hard and HORNY all the time... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $23.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 23 minutes

Time for you to becum very AROUSED and HARD as your Domina implants a TRIGGER into
your subconscious mind...Giggles..and your conscious mind won't even know what is
happening.  My excited pet, don't fight it, your Domina knows what you crave and yearn for.

My Good Boy, I know how you long for My sweet control!  you realize that a single listen of
TRIGGERED HARD won't be enough, you will crave to listen over and over again.  your mind
will be filled with thoughts of serving Me, sexy thoughts...as I invade your mind with erotic
TRIGGERS that will leave you hard and dripping in prec*m ...not to mention aching blue balls. 
Know how much your Domina loves having you aroused, hard and HORNY all the time with a
swollen c*ck, guaranteed!

So, My pet, lie back and let My powerful binaural take you deep, let My sweet voice capture
your helpless mind ...as My triggers sink deep into your mind.  Accept your place as My HORNY
and AROUSED enslaved pet and LISTEN to TRIGGERED HARD.

NOTE:  In order to experience the full and lasting effect of these triggers you should listen at
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least once a day for 21 days.

Reviews

Monday, 04 July 2022 

i have listened many times, yet each time is the first. Like revisting an old friend, this file has proved the power of Domina's hypnotic
brainwashing. 
So addictive and so arousing, Domina's Sultry Southern Voice takes me to a heavenly place of pure feelings, awaking with no memory
only more feelings and a desperate need to listen over and over.
i have added this one to my nightly brainwashing loop, listening over and over and it is becoming more and more addictive.
Just writing this review has obviously flipped the switch on one of Her triggers, it is so hard when Domina triggers Her slave.

dileas 

Thursday, 16 June 2022 

For such a short file it sure did take me into a deep trance. It just amazes me how something that is only 23 minutes long can take you
under and put you into a deep, deep sleep. I can't remember much about the file but feeling horny for my Domina. i wish i could
remember more. The more i try to remember the more it seems to disappear. i liked the way it made me feel and will do what the file
instructions say to do. Listen for 21 days.

Slippery 

Sunday, 07 April 2019 

This is something i can listen to over and over and over again. And over again. And again. One more time.

Kent Schnaith 

Saturday, 22 September 2018 

This fie is extremely erotic and it will be very very hard to listen to this file for 21 days. After listening to this file I was exhaustet and very
horny. But need to listen again as soon as possible...

steffie 

Sunday, 24 June 2018 

21 days is a strong commitment! But it is worth it. Triggered Hard is soft bombardment of sweet cotton ball words that begin to dominate
by toughs after 5 days already. So cozy and sweet it is a pleasure to listen again and again. After 15 days I feel helpless as I need to
think of Domina every 30 minutes. Her Triggers are everywhere. Straight forward, simple and effective brainwashing. For me just 6 days
to go – 6 more days and I am sure my mind will completely crush under the soft attacks. 

nadette  

Tuesday, 11 July 2017 

If you’re new to Domina’s sessi.

There is no sophisticated idea or scenario in this file, yet implanted suggestions will affect basically every future session.

The sound effects are awesome. Mistress’s voice is sweet and relaxing. So if you’re an experienced listener and currently desire not a
fairytale, but some basic training – this session is for You.

Fedor Kostrov 

Tuesday, 18 April 2017 

i love when Domina whispers so sexy words to my ear. i get so hard and horny for Her. Eager to please.

Toni Mäkelä 
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Tuesday, 18 April 2017 

Initially I was sceptical of whether the file has any impact upon me. After a week I find myself getting aroused with a yearning to hear
Domina Shell's compelling voice. I tried to ignore the urging sensations in my growing in my groin but it is to strong. When I put the file
on, I am beyond excited to hear Domina Shell's voice. I know Domina Shell is using my cock to fuck my brain but I cannot stop myself,
and don't want to stop myself from listening to this file over and over. 

bertel pedersen 

Monday, 17 April 2017 

After 3 day of listening, I’m really feeling the cumulative effects of this file. I’m not only addicted to it, I’m now obsessed with it. I can’t
get enough of it. I’m a little shaky, my head feels like it’s stuffed with cotton, I’m aroused and craving my Domina. I have to wonder
what's to become of me on day 21.

Tim D 

Monday, 17 April 2017 

What a good timing Domina Shelle has released this file! With this powrful and wonderful file, i have found the Brain Chip series more
compelling and effective and arousing! Thank You, Domina Shelle, for this fascinating file! 

tetsuo ushikusa 

Monday, 17 April 2017 

Well just from the first listening i already could see this will be alot of mindless,horny, fun, maybe even a bit frustrating and Yes that
means i actually remember what happened, but that´s fine it rarely works for me to not remember what happenened in a File, though as
much as i do remember everything i don´t care to think about it at all :P

Anyway this is a great File to let yourself fall even deeper under her spell and you absolutly will love the way how it happens ^-^ 

Marcel L 

Sunday, 16 April 2017 

This is a perfect trance for those don't want to re called the trance .For those that listening to the trance have feeling going deep an
feeling love ,submission,and weakness to your Domino Shelled  

carl ingalls 

Friday, 14 April 2017 

 I love this file. Every time I listen it's like I go into the most beautiful trance with the most beautiful voice Domina Shelles in my ear and in
my mind. I don't really remember a lot about it, other than I always feel WONDERFUL after listening. How can I ever possibly function in
my life without Her control. My need for Her is so deep now that there can be no life without Her.

rickey ratcliff 

Wednesday, 12 April 2017 

i've been listening to this for a few days now and it definitely increases in effect with each time. I don't fully remember what's in here, but
a feeling of being highly Aroused. A feeling that grows with each time i listen. if you want to give Domina even more control over you
then i recommend you must listen to this.

Jon stanley 

Sunday, 09 April 2017 

Though i listened already several times i cannot recall any detail Domina did to me during this file as She took me very deep down. As i
completely trust Her and obey i will continue to listen to this file for another 19 days. i think i recognized some further stimulation that
certain trigger words of Her seem to make me more mindless, horny and HARD for Her. So i think whatever suggestions Domina did
plant into my weak lil mind they are working well.

sissy slave andrea 
More reviews 
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